CITATION FOR ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR NGA MIN EN
OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR AWARD

Associate Professor Nga Min En’s journey as an educator has been marked by the excellent use of IT and ingenuity to develop a sustainable and widely adopted e-learning platform to solve the challenges that she faces in training a large number of students in pathology, while maintaining a quality standard.

A dedicated educator at NUS Medicine, Min En developed de novo innovative teaching methods to actively engage the students, helping them to integrate pathology with medical conditions and pathophysiology, as well as gain better access to the material. These include: the Virtual Pathology Pots, PathWeb – a pathology e-resource portal, and a YouTube channel for Pathology.

As a result of her impactful work, Min En received substantive education grants from NUS Medicine. The students not only engaged in the learning of the subject as digital natives; they also have helped to improve and refine the E-learning resource. In her own words, Min En described the partnership that she has enjoyed with her students as “a privileged reversal of roles: that of expert student and novice teacher”.

For her innovative, inspiring and impactful contributions to education, Associate Professor Nga Min En truly deserves the Outstanding Educator Award.